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Chapter Activities

Prologue – Ibrahim
Reflect:
Why are the students at the school celebrating?
What does the headmaster mean when he says ‘Independence comes at a cost’?
How do you think Ibrahim is feeling at the end of the prologue?
Activity:
WWrite an article for the school newspaper and interview the headmaster about his announcement 
concerning Independence.

Chapter 1 – Ibrahim
Reflect:
Why did Amma sew money into Ibrahim’s clothes?
How does Ibrahim feel about leaving his home?
When does Ibrahim realise that his family is about to be attacked?
Activity:Activity:
Write a farewell letter from Ibrahim to his friends.

Chapter 2 – Amar
Reflect:
Why does Amar not want to think about the family of ‘the boy on the platform’?
How does Amar feel about the people waiting on the platform?
How did Gopi die?
Activity:Activity:
Interview Amar about living on the street during the violence.

Chapter 3 – Ibrahim
Reflect:
How does Ibrahim feel when the violence starts on the platform?
How does the boy with the catapult react when Ibrahim asks for help?
Why do the boys work together at the end of the chapter?
Activity:Activity:
Ibrahim is haunted by what happens on the platform. Write a dream sequence where Ibrahim boards 
the train instead. What happens? Who might he meet?

Chapter 4 – Amar
Reflect:
Why does Amar help the boy?
Why do the men with weapons leave when Amar throws down the topi?
How do you thinkHow do you think Amar felt when the men left?
Activity:
Write a diary entry from the boy’s perspective about how Amar helped him.
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Chapter 5 – Ibrahim
Reflect:
What are Ibrahim’s first impressions of Amar?
What is the author trying to say by describing Ibrahim and Amar as being ‘easily…mistaken 
for brothers’?
Why is Amar reluctant to help Ibrahim anymore?
Activity:Activity:
Write a letter from Ibrahim to his friends telling them about Amar.

Chapter 6 – Amar
Reflect:
How do you think Amar felt seeing such a large amount of money?
What do you think it feels like for Amar and Ibrahim to laugh together after all they have been 
through?
How do you thinkHow do you think Amar feels in the clock tower?
Activity:
Walk the street outside the shop with Amar and Ibrahim. Describe how you would feel if you 
were with them.

Chapter 7 – Ibrahim
Reflect:
Why do Ibrahim and Amar argue?
Why did Ibrahim feel bad for questioningWhy did Ibrahim feel bad for questioning Amar about his feelings towards Muslims?
How do you think Ibrahim felt about his own relationship with his mother after reading 
Amar’s letter?
Activity:
Write a letter from Amar to his mother. Think about what he might want to say and what he might 
want to ask.

Chapter 8 – Amar
Reflect:Reflect:
How did Amar feel when the priest died and he was abandoned to the streets?
What would Amar’s life had been like if Eagle hadn’t died?
Think about Amar’s relationship with Gopi. How do you think he felt when Gopi died?
Activity:
Write a diary entry from Gopi’s perspective about what he makes of Amar on the first day they 
meet.
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Chapter 9 – Ibrahim
Reflect:
How do you think Ibrahim feels about spending his twelfth birthday without his family?
How did Ibrahim feel at the Dehradun Club?
How does Ibrahim feel about his parents’ expectations for him?
Activity:
WWrite a twelfth birthday card from Ammi to Ibrahim. Think about what she might write, 
not knowing where he is.

Chapter 10 – Amar
Reflect:
As Amar and Ibrahim bond over their love of movies, how do you think they feel about 
each other and does their different religions make a difference to their friendship? 
Why are people rushing to see the prime minister?
When everyone is excited about the prime ministeWhen everyone is excited about the prime minister’s call for peace, why is Amar wary?
Activity:
Write a newspaper article about the prime minister’s arrival in Delhi and his address to 
the people.

Chapter 11 – Ibrahim
Reflect:
Why do Ibrahim and Amar argue?
Why is Ibrahim hurt whenWhy is Ibrahim hurt when Amar calls him a ‘Pakistani’?
What gives Ibrahim away when he is set upon by the man?
Activity:
Rewrite the chapter where Ibrahim decides to listen to Amar and go with him.

Chapter 12 – Amar
Reflect:
Why does Amar come back for Ibrahim?
How doesHow does Amar feel about leaving Ibrahim?
How does Amar feel when they part at the camp?
Activity:
Write a postcard to Amar from Ibrahim from the camp.

Epilogue – Amar
Reflect:
What do you think life was like for Ibrahim in the camp?
Why doesWhy does Amar think he sees Ibrahim in the crowds?
How do you think Amar felt when he heard about the attack on the train?
Activity:
Rewrite the ending. What would you have liked to see for Amar and Ibrahim?


